RIFLE CASES

|

BACKPACKS

|

RANGE BAGS

|

PISTOL CASES

Pro Range Bag

Backpacks

Defender Pack

Sentry Pack
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Ranger Laptop Pack

3

Defender

Ranger Laptop Pack
™

Always be prepared to defend what matters most.

Tactical & Tech.

Featuring a discreet design and a concealed compartment that
allows for the attachment of a holster or other accessories.

Keep your computer safe with the Ranger’s dedicated padded
laptop compartment, designed to hold up to a 15” computer.

FEATURES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

WATER
RESISTANT

MAX
CAPACITY

CONCEALED
CARRY AREA

BLACK: 14-310BL
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SHADOW: 14-310SH

STEEL: 14-310ST

■■

■■

Different color pull string on
concealed compartment zipper
for fast identification and access

■■

Exterior laser-cut platform for
customized attachment of gear

■■

Sunglass compartment
Thick padding on back panel for
added comfort

■■

2 internal AR magazine pouches

■■

Dual beverage holders

■■

17.5” x 14.5” x 11.25”

■■

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S

Concealed compartment allows
attachment of a holster or other
accessories

■■

■■

LAPTOP
COMPARTMENT

WATER
RESISTANT

MAX
CAPACITY

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

Shown with compatible hook and
loop holster (not included)
BLACK: 14-309BL

TAN: 14-309TN

GREEN: 14-309GR

Dedicated laptop compartment
with protective padding
Holds up to 15” notebook
computer
Shoulder straps have
breathable padding and a
quick-release chest strap
MOLLE webbing allows
attachment of load-bearing
equipment
Internal organization for
flashlights, keys, pens, etc.
Back-relief panel for maximum
comfort during extended use

■■

18” x 17.5” x 12”

■■

600 Denier

■■

1,463 cu. in.

SEAL GRAY: 14-309GY
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Scout

Atlus

™

™

Full-sized sling pack.

A grab-and-go day pack optimized for mobility.

Rotates quickly and easily from your back to front,
allowing fast access to your equipment.

The Scout gives you the storage space you need
in a compact form.

F E AT UR ES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■
■■

WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 14-308BL
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TAN: 14-308TN

MAX
CAPACITY

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

GREEN: 14-308GR

SEAL GRAY: 14-308GY

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S

Sling strap has
breathable padding and
quick-release buckle

■■

■■

Internal 4-channel
elastic organizer

■■

Y-compression strap
MOLLE webbing allows
attachment of load-bearing
equipment

■■

■■

Hook & Loop panel
for patches
Bungee cord retainer

■■

Hydration reservoir
compatible

■■

19” x 11” x 10”

■■

600 Denier

■■

1,728 cu. in.

WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 14-305BL

TAN: 14-305TN

TRAVEL LIGHT
& FAST

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

GREEN: 14-305GR

Compact design for
increased mobility
Multiple internal
organization compartments
Padded back-relief panel for
maximum comfort
Adjustable, quick-release
chest buckle
MOLLE webbing allows
attachment of load-bearing
equipment
Hydration reservoir
compatible

■■

16” x 10” x 10”

■■

600 Denier

■■

1,531 cu. in.

SEAL GRAY: 14-305GY
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Assault

Tracker

™

An ideal balancing of capacity and transportability.

The perfect five day pack for longer missions.

Featuring 4 unique storage areas and a slim design, the
Tracker™ is the ultimate three day pack.

Maximum capacity compartments have all the storage
you need for extended trips.

F E AT UR ES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 14-301BL
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TAN: 14-301TN

MAX
CAPACITY

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

GREEN: 14-301GR

Shoulder straps have
breathable padding
Adjustable chest and
waist straps
MOLLE webbing allows
attachment of load-bearing
equipment

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S
■■

Max capacity storage
compartments ideal for
carrying large loads

Back-relief panel for
maximum comfort
during extended use

■■

Internal organization for
securing flashlights, knives,
tools, etc.

■■

Adjustable waist strap

■■

Heavy-duty carry handle

■■

ID card window

Hook & Look panel
for patches
Hydration reservoir
compatible

■■

18” x 11” x 11”

■■

600 Denier

■■

SEAL GRAY: 14-301GY

Mid-size pack with 4 main
storage areas gives you the
flexibility you need

■■

WATER
RESISTANT

1,860 cu. in.

BLACK: 14-302BL

TAN: 14-302TN

MAX
CAPACITY

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

GREEN: 14-302GR

Shoulder straps have
breathable padding and
quick-release buckles

Hydration reservoir
compatible

■■

20” x 15” x 13”

■■

600 Denier

■■

2,258 cu. in.

SEAL GRAY: 14-302GY
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Hydration

Sentry

™

The Triple Threat.

When you are on the move, there’s no time for a water break.

Our Sentry pack is designed specifically to hold your
tablet, smartphone, and firearm holster.

The Hydration pack makes it easy to give your body the
fluids it needs, even under difficult circumstances.

™

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S

F E AT UR ES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■
■■

■■

■■

TABLET
COMPARTMENT

WATER
RESISTANT

TRAVEL LIGHT
& FAST

BLACK: 14-306BL
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CONCEALED
CARRY AREA

TAN: 14-306TN

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

■■

Internal cushioned
compartment designed to
hold your 13” laptop or tablet
device

■■

■■

Organization system secures
your USB power adaptor,
charging cables, pens, and
keys

■■

Phone holder on chest strap
■■

Sunglass compartment
features a soft fabric wall to
help keep your lenses
protected
Inside panel allows
attachment of a holster or
other accessories

Lightweight pack allows user
to move quickly and stay agile
2. 5 liter water bladder with
quality mouthpiece included
Integrates seamlessly with
most water bladders
6-point cushioning system
allows bag to move and
rest comfortably against body
Adjustable chest and waist
quick release buckles

■■

17” x 10” x 8”

■■

600 Denier

Comfortable sling strap
design with quick-release
chest strap

■■

13” x 10” x 7”

■■

600 Denier

■■

659 cu. in.

WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 11-301BL

TRAVEL LIGHT
& FAST

TAN: 11-301TN

HYDRATION RESERVOIR
COMPATIBLE

GREEN: 11-301GR
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Pro Range Bag

Ammo & Tool Bag

Ambidextrous Sidepack

Sidepacks
12

13

Ammo & Tool Bag

Sportsman
Pro Tool Bag

Multi-purpose bag perfect for transporting your

Large all-purpose bag keeps your gear

ammo, tools, or shooting accessories.

organized - from tools to tackle boxes.

F E AT UR ES /SPECS
■■
■■

■■

Ten external pouches
Internal organization pockets
for flashlights, knives, and
magazines
Reinforced carry handle for
heavy loads

■■

Reinforced hard base

■■

9” x 12” x 9.5”

■■

600 Denier

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S
■■

■■

■■

WATER
RESISTANT

WATER
RESISTANT

MAX
CAPACITY
■■

BLACK: 17-301BL
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TAN: 17-301TN

GREEN: 17-301GR

BLACK: 17-303BL

Six external quick-access
pouches
Internal eighteen pocket tool
organization system
Can easily hold up to 3 large
utility/tackle boxes (Dimensions:
14” x 9.13” x 2” each)
Reinforced carry handle and
adjustable shoulder strap

TAN: 17-303TN
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Pro Range Bag

Ambidextrous

Don’t go to the range without it!

A full-sized sidepack that combines versatility and

Be organized on your next Range Day – pack multiple pistols,
ammo, magazines, hearing and eye protection, shooting
accessories, and more.

maneuverability without sacrificing carrying capacity.

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S
■■

■■

■■

■■

Ambidextrous strap for equal
comfort when worn on either
the right or left shoulder
Deep, padded main
compartment for transporting
sensitive equipment such as
cameras and other
electronics
Quad-point cushioning system
allows bag to move and rest
comfortably against body
Internal organization system
for securing tools, knives, and
other items

■■

Adjustable water bottle holder

■■

11.5” x 10” x 8”

■■

600 Denier

F E AT UR ES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■

■■

WATER
RESISTANT

MAX
CAPACITY

■■

■■

BLACK: 12-318BL
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■■

Range bag for carrying
multiple pistols, ammo, and
shooting accessories
Zip down front organizer
holds 6 magazines
Internal compartments for
hearing and eye protection
and accessories
Internal movable divider helps
keep pistols and ammo
organized
Dual carry handles and
shoulder strap

WATER
RESISTANT

TRAVEL LIGHT
& FAST

MOLLE webbing allows
attachment of load-bearing
equipment
14.5” x 12.5” x 9.5”

BLACK: 15-303BL

TAN: 15-303TN
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Tactical Laptop
Briefcase

Hiker

Keep yourself and your belongings safe.

Perfect for keeping all your essentials organized and

Built to secure your holster, laptop, and work files.

within reach on short excursions.

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S

F E AT UR ES/SPECS
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
■■

LAPTOP
COMPARTMENT

BLACK: 15-305BL
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WATER
RESISTANT

CONCEALED
CARRY AREA

TAN: 15-305TN

■■

Cushioned laptop pocket with
hook & loop securing strap

■■

Internal organization system for
cell phone, chargers, pens, etc.

■■

Pocket divider for work
documents

■■

Rear slot secures briefcase to
wheeled luggage
Removable padded shoulder
strap for adding comfort

Water bottle holder
Padded shoulder strap for
increased comfort
6 zippered storage areas help
keep your gear organized
Tri-point cushioning system
allows bag to move and rest
comfortably against body

■■

11” x 11” x 6.5”

■■

600 Denier

Hand carry handles
Inside panel allows
attachment of a holster
or other accessories

■■

18.5” x 5.5” x 13”

■■

1,322 cu. in.
WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 15-301BL

TRAVEL LIGHT
& FAST

TAN: 15-301TN
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Double Pistol Case

Double Gun Case

Discreet Gun Case

Single Gun Case

Double Gun Case

20

Gun Cases

21

FEATURES/ SP ECS

22

Single Gun

Double Gun

Protect your long gun in a case equipped with multiple storage areas that

Easily protect two long guns with enough storage

efficiently organize ammunition and related accessories.

space for ammunition and related accessories.

WATER
RESISTANT

36 ”

4 2”

46”

FEATU RES/SPECS

■■

Provides protection for a single rifle

■■

Padded backpack straps for added comfort

■■

37” x 14” x 10”

■■

43” x 14” x 10”

■■

47” x 14” x 10”

■■

Four zippered storage areas

■■

600 Denier

■■

600 Denier

■■

600 Denier

■■

Three large external pockets for ammunition and accessories

BLACK: 12-302BL

BLACK: 12-303BL

■■

Two padded pistol compartments

TAN: 12-302TN

TAN: 12-303TN

■■

MOLLE webbing allows attachment of load-bearing equipment

GREEN: 12-303GR

■■

Hook & Loop panel for patch

■■

Available in three sizes: 36”, 42”, & 46”

GREEN: 12-302GR
SEAL GRAY: 12-302GY

BLACK: 12-304BL

WATER
RESISTANT

36”

42”

■■

Provides protection for two rifles

■■

Padded backpack straps for added comfort

■■

37” x 14” x 12.5”

■■

43” x 14” x 12.5”

■■

Four zippered storage areas

■■

600 Denier

■■

600 Denier

■■

Three large external pockets for ammunition and accessories

BLACK: 12-301BL

BLACK: 12-323BL

■■

Two padded pistol compartments

TAN: 12-301TN

TAN: 12-323TN

■■

MOLLE webbing allows attachment of load-bearing equipment

GREEN: 12-301GR

GREEN: 12-323GR

■■

Hook & Loop panel for patch
Available in two sizes: 36” & 42”

SEAL GRAY: 12-301GY

SEAL GRAY: 12-323GY

■■
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Tac-S Compact
29” Shotgun Case

XT Double Gun

TM

Features dual MOLLE front panels and fast access
to three external AR magazine holders.

Transport your compact 29” shotgun in a case that features
12 shotgun shell holders and a shoulder strap.

Inside view of
front compartment

FEATURES/ SP ECS
■■
■■

■■

■■

Provides protection for two 36” rifles
Includes three fast-access AR magazine holders, dual
internal pistol pouches, and four internal pistol magazine
holders
MOLLE front panels allow attachment of
load-bearing equipment
Removable padded shoulder strap and hand carry handle
WATER
RESISTANT

24

FEATU RES/SPECS

36 ”

Designed to carry a compact pistol grip shotgun
up to 29” in length

■■

36.25” x 11” x 4.5”

■■

External pocket with 12 shotgun shell holders

■■

600 Denier

■■

Includes shoulder strap and carry handle

■■
■■

36.25” x 11” x 4.5”

■■

600 Denier
BLACK: 12-306BL

2 9”

■■

MOLLE front panel allows attachment of
accessory pouches

BLACK: 12-307BL

WATER
RESISTANT
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Discreet

Single Pistol

Low profile case provides protection

You can never have too many handguns. Help keep them

for your AR and handgun.

protected with our Single Pistol Cases.

8.5”

FEATURES/ SP ECS
■■
■■

■■

■■

36 ”

Discreet design
Front zippered area includes handgun compartment,
3 AR magazine pockets, and 4 pistol magazine holders
Main storage space includes protective padding and 2
straps to secure weapon
Removable shoulder strap and hand carry handle
WATER
RESISTANT

9.5”

10.5”

8 .5”

■■

37” x 14” x 10”

■■

600 Denier
BLACK: 12-305BL

■■
■■

FEATU RES/SPECS
■■

Padded design helps cushion and protect pistol

■■

Built to last with 600 Denier construction

■■

Available in four sizes: 8.5”, 9.5”, 10.5”, 11.5”

9.5”

■■
■■

1 0.5”

■■
■■

WATER
RESISTANT

1 1 .5”

■■
■■
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11.5”

8.5” x 5”
600 Denier

BLACK: 12-310BL

9.5” x 6”
600 Denier

BLACK: 12-311BL		

10.5” x 6.5”
600 Denier

BLACK: 12-314BL

11.5” x 7”
600 Denier

BLACK: 12-312BL		

SEAL GRAY: 12-310GY

SEAL GRAY: 12-311GY

SEAL GRAY: 12-314GY

SEAL GRAY: 12-312GY
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Double Pistol

Double Pistol Case

What’s better than a reliable handgun? Two reliable handguns.

Designed to help keep 2 handguns protected, along with your

The Double Pistol Case will help keep both protected, along with

ammo and range tools. Features embroidered Colt logo.

your ammo and range tools.

FEATUR ES/ SPEC S
■■

F E AT UR ES /SPECS
■■

■■

5 internal magazine holders

■■

Convenient carry handle

■■

WATER
RESISTANT

BLACK: 12-315BL
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TAN: 12-315TN

Dual padded compartments
provide protection for 2
handguns

■■

12.5” x 9.5” x 4.5”

■■

600 Denier		

■■

5 internal magazine holders

■■

Convenient carry handle

■■

Center compartment holds
ammo and range tools

Dual padded compartments
provide protection for 2
handguns

Center compartment holds
ammo and range tools

■■

Embroidered with Colt logo

■■

12.5” x 9.5” x 4.5”

■■

600 Denier		

WATER
RESISTANT

GREEN: 12-315GR

SEAL GRAY: 12-315GY

BLACK: C12-315BL
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Double Gun Case
Easily protect two long guns with enough storage space for
ammunition and related accessories. Embroidered with Colt logo.

FEATURES/ SP ECS

WATER
RESISTANT

■■

Provides protection for two 36” rifles

■■

Padded backpack straps for added comfort

■■

Four zippered storage areas

■■

Three large external pockets for ammunition and accessories

■■

Two padded pistol compartments

■■

MOLLE webbing allows attachment of load-bearing equipment

■■

Hook & Loop panel for patch

■■

Embroidered with Colt logo

36”
■■

37” x 14” x 12.5”

■■

600 Denier
BLACK: C12-301BL

Tracker Pack
30
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Follow us for the
latest Drago Gear news:
@DragoGear
Facebook.com/DragoGear
@DragoGear

D R A G O G E A R . C O M
7 8 1 5 W E ST 4 T H AV E N U E
HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33014

Drago Gear is prou d to be carried by the following distributors:

